The Equipment

The Podium

Slide open Podium Cover.

Pull up the monitor from the top.

Podium Height Adjustment, Press up for higher and down for lower.

The Laptop Connection is located in the pocket on the top of the Podium.

In the Closet

To open the drawers, place finger in handle, push handle down and pull out drawer.

DVD Power

USB Ports

Computer Power

Drawer Containing Lapel Microphone and Presentation Clicker

Drawer Containing White Board Markers, etc.
Crestron Control

Log Out
Logs you out of the Crestron and the Computer but leaves projectors, etc. on.

Lights and Shades
Controls the room lighting and shades.

Projector Mute
Mutes the selected projector. Red indicates the projector is muted.

Shut Down
Logs off of the Crestron, Computer and shuts down projectors, screens, etc. in the room.

Profiles
Faculty, Staff and PhDs can create and utilize profiles when they login to the system.

Sources
Lets you select the source you wish to use and project.

Voice Volume
Controls the Audio Level for the Microphone.

Program Volume
Controls the Audio Level for the computer, DVD player, laptop and a video conference, if one is taking place.

Preview Tabs
Lets you preview what is showing on the Left and Right Monitors and the Left and Center Projectors. To enlarge screen for ease in viewing, select the tab that you want to view and then tap the window to enlarge.